Eklund Innovation Inc.

Dear Surveillance, Electric Utility, Helicopter and IR/UVc Professional.
We had our Airborne Gimbal Camera Systems on display at Heli-Expo 2013 this month in Las Vegas, NV.

On display were the latest EIR/SweSystem 200HDV-ENG (7.8” Diameter) and the EIR/Swe 300 Triple. Please see the latest
specification sheets attached in PDF format.
Other EIR/Swe 4-axis 25 microRadian stability Gimbal Camera Systems available are: 200LEHD, 300HDV (ENG), 400 Quad,
400LE, 400HDIR, 400HDV (ENG) 5-axis, and more. The small 200LEHD can be equipped with an HD Video Camera with 30x
optical zoom plus one regular FOV and one telephoto lens equipped LWIR camera. (Total 3 cameras in the gimbal, very cost
effective)
An EIR/SweSystem high stability 4-axis
gimbal camera system (with fiber-optic high
precision laser-gyros) consists of a 2-axis
outer gimbal ring for the first stage stability
and high slew rate plus an inner 2-axis
gimbal ring for exceptional stability.
5th axis roll stabilization is available for
some of the 200, 300 and 400 systems.
Above left shown is the EIR/SWE 200 HDV with 30x optical zoom!

Above right shown is the fully equipped EIR/SWE 300 Triple HD!

The EIR/SWE 400 HDV (ENG & Filming) 5-axis gimbal system is available with a 3-chip High Definition 1080P Broadcast
camera package.
We have supplied gimbal camera systems to most types of helicopters, R44 and up, smaller fixed wing aircrafts i.e. Cessna 207
and to high performance business jets such as the 3-engined Falcon. STC’d mounts are available from Meeker Aviation or Tyler to
name a few.
One customer have installed, on the rear of a BMW motorcycle, an upside down 400 HDV 5-axis system with a Broadcast 3-chip
HD Camera for bicycle races coverage! We can supply this type of configuration for other vehicles and boats (or ships) or pole
mounts.
EKLUND INFRARED/Eklund Innovation Inc. represents SweSystem AB Gimbal Camera products in the USA and Canada.
Once again, thank you for visiting our display at Heli-Expo 2013.
We would be interested in providing you with an EIR/SWE Gimbal Camera System for HD Video, high resolution Long
Wave Radiometric 1024x768 pixel Infrared Camera, UVc Corona Detection Camera or other payload combinations of your
choice. The EIR/SWE 400 Quad is perfect for power line patrol, pipeline inspection, fire detection plus high resolution still
picture recording (Nikon D800 36 MP with GPS)
Please contact us for the latest information on the camera system we can provide. The EIR/SWE Gimbal Cameras are well proven
systems flying all over the world.
EKLUND INFRARED/Eklund Innovation Inc. rent and sells the Ofil DayCor® Superb™ UVc Corona and Arcing Detection
Cameras made by Ofil Ltd. We rent on a weekly or monthly basis. Please contact us for pricing and availability.
Innovation, Performance, Reliability, Excellence.
Sincerely Yours, Jan K. Eklund
EKLUND INFRARED/Eklund Innovation Inc.
Your UV & IR Camera Specialists™
2985 Gordy Parkway, Marietta, GA 30066
Voice: 770-578-4435
Fax: 770-578-9899
Email: Info@EklundIR.com. Website: www.eklundir.com, www.coronacamerarental.com, www.swesystem.se

